TURNING KITCHEN
WASTE TO
BIO-ENZYMES

Bio-enzyme cleaners are organic solutions produced by
fermentation of fruits, vegetables, sugar, and water.

Here's how you can keep your home fresh and clean with these
Bio-enzymes.

website: https://www.organoetschool.co.in/
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We all love our homes to be sparkling clean and smelling nice; in
order to achieve this we keep hunting for cleaning products of
reputed brands off the shelves not knowing how dangerous these
chemicals are for our health. Not only are these cleaning products
expensive but are loaded with chemicals that are harmful for our
loved ones, plants, animals, water system and the overall
environment.
So next time before you race out to get the chemically loaded
cleaning products, try making your own all purpose cleaner called
Bio Enzymes from kitchen waste, it is a phenomenal organic
cleaning product. Responsible for the discovery of bio enzymes is
Dr. Rosukon Poompanvong, a Thai supporter of alternative
medicine and founder of the Organic Agricultural Association of
Thailand.
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WHAT IS A BIO-ENZYME?
Bio Enzyme is a simple, inexpensive, natural healthy cleaning
product produced from vegetables (carrot, cucumber)/fruit peels
(usually citrus). It is an effective alternative to harsh chemicals such
as bleach, phenyl, and other chemical solutions we mostly use in
households to wipe our floors, surfaces, wash our bathrooms, and
clean our toilets. Chemically, the Bio Enzymes are an
amalgamation of complex organic substances such as proteins,
salts and other materials that are by-products of the
bacteria/yeast (naturally occurring) that we will use to make the
Bio Enzyme. These organic substances which are in the Bio Enzyme
are capable of breaking down chemical and other organic waste
thus helping us in removing stains, odor, getting rid of other
harmful microbes, etc. They also greatly neutralize toxins and
pollutants.
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Where do we use them?
As a surface cleaner-floor, tile, kitchen counters, stove, chimney, sink
and toilet (avoid using on the marble as it may discolor the white
marble. You can use with a ratio of 1:3 (bio enzyme & water).
As a dirt remover- Laundry liquid with soap nuts, Vessel Cleaner
(with or without other additions such as soap nut), stain remover,
etc.
As an anti-bacterial - Refrigerator cleaner, Cabinet cleaner
Cleaning-Fruits & Vegetables, mirrors, water marks, babies high
chair
Pest Control- Bio Enzyme has been known to repel small insects,
ants, cockroaches at home without harming them, besides it can
be used extremely effectively in fumigation along with Soap nuts
and Neem Oil
Plant Care- It is a wonderful bloom nutrient. Also helps in
managing plant pests like white flies, mealy bugs and spider
mites
Pet care-It is pet safe
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Why do we need Bio-enzymes?
The regular cleaning agents contain phosphates, nitrates,
ammonia, chlorine and other harmful substances and thus
pollute the air, soil, and the whole environment. These
chemicals pollute our lakes, rivers and oceans by entering
into our water system because in most of the places the
wastewater is untreated before heading to these water
bodies. It also kills good bacteria along with germs when
used at home. Use of these natural solutions like Bio
Enzyme will contribute to the preservation of not only the
environment but also the entire planet.
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How can we make our own Bio-enzyme?
Eat lots of oranges, lemons. pineapples, cucumbers and
carrots -Save the peels.

Ingredients:
1 part jaggery (is to provide “simple” carbon source or
energy for the microorganisms to first feed and grow), 3
parts lemon and orange peels, 10 parts water.
The combination of jaggery, fresh citrus fruits and water
helps release proteins that hasten the decomposition
process. Biogases will be produced as by-products of the
anaerobic breakdown of the sugars (usually hydrogen,
CO2, and less likely methane). Thus, releasing the gases
produced, especially during the initial stages, is essential.
Use any old plastic container lying around to make your Bio
Enzyme (do not use glass or metal, it may break as they
cannot expand to accommodate the gases formed). The
container should be airtight to promote fermentation
(minimize oxygen) and to also avoid flies from getting in.
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Procedure:
Grate/cut/scrap the jaggery. Take an old plastic bottle and fill it
with the mixture of jaggery and water. Make sure to leave space
(1/4 of the bottle empty) for the gas which releases during the
process.
Keep adding peels of lemon, oranges, pineapple, carrot &
cucumber (diverse peels). Close its lid tightly (airtight).

In the first

two weeks, make sure to open it once in a day to release the
build-up gas from the bottle.
Post two weeks you can open it in the alternative days and post 4
weeks you can open the lid once in four days.
Let it ferment over 3 months to complete the process for the first
time.
You can speed up the process from the next time onwards by
adding the residual pulp from the first batch to make the second
batch.
Label the bottle to keep a track to get your all purpose cleaner
ready in 90 days.
Strain the liquid and use the remaining pulp in your next batch to
help the fermentation process to complete within a month or so.
Store your bio enzyme in an airtight container
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Points to remember:
Please note a wide-neck plastic bottle should be used to give
room for the gases produced. Using a plastic container is
required since it allows the gases to expand and the
fermentation process to happen naturally.
While the Bio Enzyme is getting prepared keep it in a dark cool
place In the beginning, the fruit peels will float on top and then
gradually sink to the bottom.
For the first two weeks ensure to release the gas by opening
the lid once in a day for a minute (at least). From the third
week onwards open the lid every alternate days for a minute
since the gas activity will be reduced. All peels will come down
when it’s ready.
Reuse the pulp to reduce prep time of the next batch which
will speed up the process by 30-45 days.
You can add essential oil to the diluted liquid just before using
undiluted bio-enzyme can be used to clean greasy pots/pans
and kitchen surfaces.
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This choice makes you re-look at waste and makes you think how to turn
waste into wealth. After the solution is made, the residual waste can be
made into a paste and used as fertilizer for plants in your garden. It
could begin a beautiful shift in your lifestyle. A conscious decision to use
natural cleansing agents is not just a stand-alone choice. It is a step
towards sustainable living that is the need of the hour.
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Organo Et School
Organo Et School is the brainchild of team
Organo. Organo was founded on the idea of
environmentally conscious living and Organo Et
School translates that idea into reality by
educating and empowering schools, colleges,
organizations and communities on the triple
bottom line of sustainability. Organo et School
aims at engaging individuals of today to stay
connected with nature through workshops, live
sessions and site visits.

Leading the change
We create an experiential learning environment for people to learn from.

Organo Et School educates people about the challenges of sustainable
development and creates opportunities for them to use their creativity
and knowledge to pioneer innovative solutions for themselves.

Learners develop a sense of place and belonging to their local
community.

NURTURING A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR ALL STAKEHOLDERS
WHERE INCLUSIVE HOLISTIC ECO-LIVING IS CELEBRATED

Office Address: Organo Et School, Plot No.15, 8-3-684/3-15, LIC
Colony, Srinagar Colony, Hyderabad – 500073.

Contact Us: +91 9154 10 0775
Email: oes@organo.co.in
Website: https://www.organoetschool.co.in/

